Freeciv - Feature #660843

Prepare popup_incite_dialog() for gen actions

2017-05-15 03:42 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
Category: Client
Sprint/Milestone: 3.0.0

Description
Make popup_incite_dialog() take the action it is a response to as a parameter. This allows more than one action to use it.

Related issues:
- Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #660487: Gtk clients: add action to action data
- Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #660837: SDL2 client: add action to small dipl d... (Closed)
- Blocks Freeciv - Feature #660895: Prepare popup_bribe_dialog() for gen actions
- Blocks Freeciv - Feature #660927: Split the action "Incite City" (Closed)

History
#1 - 2017-05-15 03:45 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- File 3.0-Prepare-popup_incite_dialog-for-gen-actions.patch added

#2 - 2017-05-15 03:50 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Blocked by Feature #660487: Gtk clients: add action to action data added

#3 - 2017-05-15 03:51 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Blocked by Feature #660837: SDL2 client: add action to small dipl dialog added

#4 - 2017-05-15 06:37 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Blocks Feature #660895: Prepare popup_bribe_dialog() for gen actions added

#5 - 2017-05-16 10:39 AM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Blocks Feature #660927: Split the action "Incite City" added

#6 - 2017-05-17 10:50 AM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
- % Done changed from 90 to 100

Files
- 0002-Prepare-popup_incite_dialog-for-gen-actions.patch 9.27 KB 2017-05-15 Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- 3.0-Prepare-popup_incite_dialog-for-gen-actions.patch 9.21 KB 2017-05-15 Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik